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Abstract. Historical theatre collections are an important form of cultural heritage and need to be preserved and made accessible to users.
Often however, the metadata available for a historical collection are too
sparse to create meaningful exploration tools. On the use case of a historical theatre photograph collection, this position paper discusses means
of automated recognition of historical images to enhance the variety and
depth of the metadata associated to the collection. Moreover, it describes
how the results obtained by image recognition can be integrated into an
existing Knowledge Graph (KG) and how these generated structured image metadata can support data exploration and automated querying to
support human users. The goal of the paper is to explore cultural heritage data curation techniques based on deep learning and KGs to make
the data findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable in accordance
with the F.A.I.R principles.
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Introduction

Theatre as a form of art and as a social institution has been firmly anchored
in our societies for hundreds of years and has become indispensable. It is constantly evolving with artistic epochs, and plays which have existed for hundreds
of years are just as relevant to today’s theatre culture as new modern plays.
Even though theatre has prevailed for such a long time, it does not exist on its
own and is always embedded within the context of a time, culture, a society, political systems, and technological developments which grant possibilities but also
set boundaries of creativity and artistic expression. Scientists from a variety of
domains investigate how theatre develops in history and how it copes with these
changing conditions [8,15,11]. Therefore, it has been recognized that preserving
theatre data and making it openly accessible is vital.
The American Theatre Archive Project4 emphasizes the meaning for theatre
data preservation and published a manual and call to action to engage all theatres
4
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in the U.S. in the endeavour [1]. In another effort, the Baden-Württemberg
State Archives5 collected and digitized data of Stuttgart State Theatres from
the 1890s to the 1940s6 . The collection consists of nearly 7.000 black and white
photographs along with metadata. The photographs give insights into on-stage
events like theater plays, operas and ballet performances as well as off-stage
moments and theater buildings. The collection was made publicly available via
the archive’s Web platform7 . However, solely publishing data on the Web does
not automatically ensure that they are in practice found and used. Especially
users who are unfamiliar with archival practises to structure information often
find it challenging to access and explore the provided content [6,7].
To tackle these shortcomings, Linked Stage Graph was created [18]. The
Knowledge Graph (KG) was built on the foundation of the aforementioned
archival data about the Stuttgart State Theatres with the goal to enable researchers as well as the general public to access, analyze and explore the data in
intuitive, interesting and useful ways8 . Next to the KG, Linked Stage Graph so
far contributes a publicly available SPARQL endpoint9 to enable sophisticated
queries for expert users, the extraction and linking of named entities mentioned
in the metadata to the Wikidata KG and the German Integrated Authority File
(GND) as well as timeline interfaces for data exploration1011 .
The current visual means of explorations within Linked Stage Graph are time
based. Timelines are a powerful tool for the exploration of historical content.
However, a mere temporal data exploration is not always possible or useful for
two reasons. Firstly, due to the complexity of cultural heritage data, [22] suggest
that for a successful exploration by a broad range of users, multiple dimensions
have to be taken into account when providing access to the data, because ”every
possible encoding method can capture only so much of a collection’s composition”. Another reason is data sparsity, because not every collection contains
structured date information. While Linked Stage Graph contains 7000 images
to explore in theory, there are only (structured) date information available for
roughly 2600 of them, which means that less than half of the photographs can
be explored (visually) through the provided temporal dimensions. However, data
sparsity within the Linked Stage Graph metadata does not only regard temporal data. Besides the performances’ titles and few additional information like
the original author of the artwork there are at most sparse information on set
or costume designers. These information were linked to the GND, Wikidata and
DBpedia if possible. To provide further means of exploration, further metadata
have to be generated.
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This position paper discusses the means to perform automated recognition
on historical images to enhance a cultural heritage collection’s metadata on the
use case of historical theatre data. To support data exploration that is helpful
for human users but also via automated querying, it is discussed how the image recognition results can be integrated into the existing KG. The goal of the
paper is to explore cultural heritage data curation techniques at the intersection between machine learning and KGs to make the data findable, accessible,
interoperable and reusable in accordance with the F.A.I.R principles [21]. While
the use case described in this paper specifies on theatre data, the use case is
generalizable to a broad range of collections containing historical images.

2

Related Work

There have been many recent initiatives which use methods from Computer
Vision for analysing images from art history in digital humanities [20,10]. It
is further used for two kinds of analysis, (i) qualitative data analysis and (ii)
automated analysis. Atlas.ti12 is a tool which allows qualitative data analysis
over the images for digital humanities for facilitating the researchers/educators
in creating, manipulating and curating the image data. In the current study we
focus mainly on the automated analysis of the images.
Automated analysis includes the mechanism which automatically perform
image captioning or object detection. Several studies have been proposed with
the focus on object detection and visual searches of the images from art history.
In [4,5], the authors propose a classification approach using Convolutional Neural
Networks for detecting objects in paintings where the classifier is trained on
natural images causing a problem of domain shift. It further discusses that the
method is more effective when the model is learnt on the regions of images
instead of the entire image. A combination of both levels of features increases
the performance of the classifier.
In [16], the authors demonstrate how the links between the images can be
established using similarity. Many other studies focus on providing an interface
to the users to collect and explore art image collections. The work by Crissaff et
al. enables art historians to explore and organize digital art, supporting image
comparison [3]. Lang et al. allow the organisation of art work based on similarity
[13]. WikiArt13 is an encyclopaedia for visual arts which allows exploration by
artists and the art work.
Given the methodologies described above, our work focuses on providing a
tool which allows the exploration of images from Linked Stage Graph. One of the
challenging aspects of Linked Stage Graph is that it contains images of one of the
scenes in the play which carries limited information in comparison to paintings,
meaning that, the paintings depict the whole scenario of what a painter wants
to portray. From the algorithmic aspect, some of the many issues in the targeted
domain include unknown objects at a certain point in time, fictitious objects,
12
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Fig. 1. Detection of a laptop (purple frame) as an example of modern objects falsely
detected in historical images.

etc. (see Section 3). To the best of our knowledge, this is the only study which
considers a combination of KGs (from the theatrical domain) and methods from
computer vision to provide exploration over these images.

3

Recognition of Historical Theatre Images

With the advent of Deep Neural Networks (DNN), a promising way to cope
with the lack of available metadata for historical image archives is to exploit
pre-trained models on images from a different domain and then fine-tune them
on historical resources [2]. In the course of the ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) sophisticated DNN architectures for visual
recognition tasks have been developed and trained that are now publicly available
as pre-trained models [12]. For visual content recognition, images are categorized
according to one or several pre-specified or learned objects or object classes.
ImageNet14 is a large dataset of annotated images organized by the semantic
hierarchy of WordNet15 . ILSVRC uses a subset of ImageNet images for training
and testing the models, of which some have been published as part of commonly
used public machine learning programming libraries, as e.g. in Tensorflow16 .
Image Processing further comprises three major sub-tasks, i.e., (i) Image
Classification, (ii) Object Detection and (iii) Image Captioning. Image classification refers to the task of categorizing entire image, whereas, object detection
14
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Fig. 2. A giant polar bear in a fictional scene

refers to locating and detecting specific objects in an image. Finally, image captioning processes the content of the whole image or uses it in combination with
object detection algorithm to generate the textual description of the content of
the entire image.
The above described algorithms can directly be applied to the historical
content using pre-trained models. However, by directly applying these models trained with modern images, several problems can be identified concerning
temporal inconsistencies and specific issues related to theatre and art domain.
Temporal inconsistencies may occur when models are trained on objects present
in the modern world such as modern telephones (e.g. smartphones) instead of
historic cable phones, i.e., the tool will not recognize the telephones during the
time period to which the image belongs. The same problem occurs if models
are trained on modern objects which did not yet exist in history, e.g., laptops
(as displayed in Figure 1). Issues which are specific to the theatre domain occur for example when objects and setup as displayed might not correspond to
our reality. In many cases, the objects may be completely invented and do not
exist in the real world such as flux capacitor in the movie Back to the Future.
Moreover, many objects are stylized, e.g., the shadow of a fan projected on a
wall might stand for a windmill. Furthermore, object scaling can be an issue. As
an example, Figure 2 shows a theatre stage with a gigantic polar bear carrying
several people.
To overcome this problem, training data on historical images and images
fitting to the theatre domain have to be generated. This can be achieved for
instance by crowd-sourcing approaches and by expert-user annotations. This
way of obtaining training data is expensive and time consuming. This is one of
the reasons why existing approaches use the same methodology, i.e., using the
pre-trained model over contemporary images (see Section 2). The current study
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Fig. 3. Example representation of an object detection result integration into the KG

uses the pre-trained model as a starting point. Further inference or rule based
approaches will be employed over the contextual information obtained from the
plot of the play to verify the correctness of the objects detected by the algorithm.

4

Knowledge Graph Integration

Once the results of the analysis as described in section 3 are computed, they
have to be integrated into the existing KG. The goal is to create machine understandable and thus meaningful metadata about each image in the dataset
to enable further dimensions of exploration and to allow for all analysis results
to be reproducible and transparent. For these purposes, the Web Annotation
Vocabulary17 provides a useful framework. Figure 3 shows an example of one
image annotation. A resource, e.g. the play slod:labw-2-2602574 is depicted
via an image which is analyzed using object detection. The resulting image annotation is modeled via the annotation target, consisting of the source and the
spatial fragment selector and the annotation body, in this case the DBpedia
resource dbr:Tree. In order to make the origin of the annotation transparent,
the annotation system as well as the date and time of the annotation are also
modelled. The confidence of the automated annotation is integrated using the
NIF2 ontology [9]. Once the results are integrated into the KG as described, the
17
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analysis results are transparent and reproducible. Furthermore, when the KG is
enhanced with further metadata, these structured information can be utilized
for content exploration tools.

5

Exploration and Exploratory Search

The presented image analysis methods allow to implement means of exploration
beyond time based exploration tools already implemented and the traditional
archival practices. This is especially useful for users non-familiar with the typical
structure of archives such as retroconverted archival finding aids. With the newly
generated content-related descriptions of the images other perspectives on the
image data might be adopted. The image descriptions thereby include categories
from image classifications, objects detected within the images or textual captions
describing an image motif.
From these information different exploration means might be provided such
as semantic facet-based browsing [14]. Each facet might represent a category or
object. Activating a facet selects all images relevant to that item. The user now
can use this selection as an entry point to further browse the archive content.
Based on the data in the current use case, some useful facets are:
–
–
–
–
–
–

persons: male, female, seated, standing, laying
interior/exterior stage design: dining table, chair, mirror, tree, grass
requisites/costumes: military uniform, spiked helmet, sword, bowtie, dress
animals: pigs, sheep, birds, horses
means of transportation: boats, cars, bicycles
buildings: palace, church, restaurant/pub

The usefulness of these facets depends of course on the intersection of what
the AI models provide and what the user’s information need is. To bring these
two together it is sometimes necessary to act on a higher abstraction level. If
categories, objects, and also the captions are linked to formal KG, a taxonomy
might be used to further aggregate the items according to super classes or categories (bold faced in the item list).
However, when linked to a KG, any kind of relation might be utilized to
enable relation-based browsing. The user then is able to navigate along semantic
relations and therewith move through the archive content. An interactive visualization as demonstrated by [17] could enable that and might also help to discover
previously unknown relations between archival units.
In general, the entire portfolio of semantic search and recommendation technologies can be applied to provide added value to the user. In a semantic search
application on top of the Linked Stage Graph, with concept search more precise
search results are achievable. Implementing a ranking function incorporating the
semantic relatedness between concepts would help to increase the hit ratio (recall) of the search result [19]. Likewise, semantic graph recommendations are
desirable especially when working with relatively small data collections as the
Linked Stage Graph is. A user not familiar with the content domain will get
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insights about the content more quickly when supported by meaningful recommendations. For example, if a theatre researcher is interested in the ’presentation
of military’ in different plays, it would be beneficial if the system would propose
the items of the collection relevant to related concepts such as ’military uniform’,
’spiked helmet’, ’rifles’, etc.

6

Conclusion

Theatre has been anchored in our societies for hundreds of years and even plays
which were performed during the early 1600s like Midsummernight’s Dream are
of high relevance in modern theatre. However, theatre has always also been
shaped by the context of its social, political and technological developments.
Therefore, initiatives to digitize and curate historical theatre data have become
relevant to researchers. Linked Stage Graph is a KG based on the historical
theater data of Stuttgart theatres. Next to a SPARQL endpoint, the already
implemented means of explorations are time based. However, to enable a more
complete exploration of the dataset, further metadata is needed. This paper
discussed the potential to analyze the images in the dataset by various means,
integrate the results into the KG and develop exploration environments. Even
though these means for analysis and curation of historical data is discussed on
the use case of theatre data, the approach is generalizable to other domains in
which historical photographs are provided.
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